For 10 years the World Health Organisation has had a single answer to the deadly threat of tuberculosis (TB)—provide treatment to smear positive patients and watch them take it. In contrast with confident statements about how global TB would be brought under control when directly observed therapy, short course (DOTS) was introduced, TB continues to rise worldwide. The introduction of selected multiple drug resistant TB treatment programmes, “DOTS-Plus”, although important, also focuses on therapy for active TB. HIV endemic countries in particular have experienced tremendous increases in TB despite having DOTS programmes. A critical review of recent epidemiological data and computer models shows that the present international strategy of concentrating on providing treatment for smear positive TB, DOTS and DOTS-Plus, is likely to have only a modest impact on population based TB control. Effective global TB control will require strategies that go beyond relying on treatment of people with active disease.

In 1993, the World Health Organisation declared tuberculosis (TB) a global health emergency. One third of the world’s population was believed to be infected with TB, and 7.5 million new TB cases and 2.5 million TB deaths occurred each year. One in four preventable adult deaths worldwide was attributable to TB. WHO also introduced directly observed therapy, short course, or DOTS, as the global TB control strategy. This strategy includes five major components: political commitment to support TB treatment, the passive detection of active tuberculosis by the use of sputum microscopy, direct observation of short course therapy for treatment, ensuring a regular supply of medicines, and the reporting of programme performance and treatment outcomes. By implementing these components, WHO believed that DOTS could reduce TB deaths by half over the next decade and control the global TB epidemic. Nearly a decade later, TB cases worldwide continue to rise.

The failure to reduce the number of TB cases globally has been attributed to a lack of support, not of science. With sufficient political commitment and resources, many believe that DOTS alone can effectively control global TB. Yet recent data show that DOTS at best leads to modest declines in TB case rates and in some regions is unable to contain TB at all. Control is defined here as the progressive decline in the incidence and prevalence of a disease in a population ultimately leading to its elimination. After almost 10 years of a control strategy that has done little to reduce or to eliminate TB, global TB control needs to be reassessed.

IS TREATMENT SUFFICIENT TO CONTROL TB?

DOTS refers to both an approach for treating active TB and a strategy for reducing the prevalence of TB in populations. Although the origins of DOTS have been debated, case finding and treatment of active TB form the theoretical rationale for the use of DOTS as a strategy to reduce TB prevalence in populations. Using Netherlands data from the 1950s to 1970s, Karel Styblo concluded that TB control programmes must be based on the diagnosis and treatment of active TB cases and that chemoprophylaxis (also known as preventive therapy or treatment of latent TB infection), had essentially no role in population based TB control. The Netherlands data Styblo used to reach these conclusions were based on “intensive” active population based case finding and treatment of all bacillary cases. DOTS, in contrast, relies on passive case finding with the goal of detecting 70% of smear positive cases and curing 85% of those detected. The problem of relying on DOTS is underscored by the numbers. DOTS programmes assume that effective treatment for 60% (0.70) of smear positive cases will produce progressive declines in global TB. Moreover, only 44% of all TB cases are smear positive. The premise that TB can be eliminated by treating 26% of all TB cases (0.60×0.44) has not been demonstrated.

TB epidemiology today differs substantially in many regions from that studied by Dr Styblo to reach his conclusions concerning the primacy of case finding and treatment over prophylaxis. Dr Styblo concluded that chemoprophylaxis had “very little, if any, impact on the time of eradication of tuberculosis in the population because the present risk of tuberculosis is very low...” In many HIV endemic countries, this assumption is no longer true. Among HIV infected persons with latent TB infection, the risk of active disease is as much as 3%–10% per year; in one group of South African gold miners, the annual rate of active TB is 2.5/100.
Value of improving TB treatment programmes
Fewer than 25% of TB patients are thought to receive effective treatment. About 50% of untreated TB patients eventually die from their disease. Effective treatment reduces TB mortality rates to under 5%,17 shortens morbidity, decreases transmission to others, and reduces the prevalence of drug resistant disease.18 For these reasons, effective TB treatment programmes need to be expanded so they are available to all TB patients.

With ineffective treatment programmes, TB, particularly drug resistant TB, can increase. In the 1980s, New York City TB programmes failed to adequately follow up and cure patients with active TB.19 These programme failures contributed to a multiple drug resistant TB (MDR-TB) epidemic characterised by extensive nosocomial transmission that cost hundreds of lives and in excess of one billion US dollars to be contained.20 21 MDR-TB is a global problem,22 and data demonstrate that standard DOTS treatment programmes are inadequate for the treatment of multiple drug resistant disease.23 The failure of DOTS treatment programmes to adequately cure MDR-TB has lead to the creation of “DOTS-Plus,” or DOTS plus therapy with second line agents for MDR-TB in selected situations.24

Given the lack of a highly efficacious vaccine to protect susceptible people from TB infection, effective treatment programmes are an essential component of current global TB control efforts. DOTS and DOTS-Plus treatment programmes that improve patient outcomes should be expanded. However, that does not mean that the present international focus on expanding effective treatment programmes to the exclusion of other approaches such as preventive therapy, the existing DOTS and DOTS-Plus strategies, is optimal or sufficient for reducing the global burden of TB.

Limitations of treatment as a TB control strategy
TB may seem unusual among infectious diseases because of characteristics like its long latency period. Yet, while infectious diseases vary in their epidemiology, pathogenesis, and availability of treatments, concepts gleaned from past eradication programmes are applicable to TB elimination efforts.25 Control is a prelude to elimination.2 Successful control programmes to date have relied on protecting susceptible people from acquiring disease regardless of whether effective treatments did26 or did not exist.25 The present global strategy for TB control, in contrast, is based on preventing people with active TB from transmitting disease. The lack of historical precedents for this approach is worrisome for the successful control and ultimate elimination of TB with this strategy.

There are additional reasons to be concerned that DOTS is inadequate as a TB control strategy. Firstly, even in well run DOTS programmes, TB transmission can still occur in a high proportion of cases by the time the index case is identified.13 The initial symptoms of TB are non-specific; even when a sputum smear is ordered, the sensitivity of this test for detecting active TB is only 55%–74%.28 Patient delays in seeking care and healthcare worker delays in recognising and starting treatment for TB also contribute to transmission.29

A second limitation of DOTS is the inadequate attention to smear negative cases. Although smear positive patients are more infectious, smear negative patients can and do transmit TB infection to others.31 An estimated 56% of all prevalent TB cases, or 9.1 million people worldwide, have smear negative TB.32 Assuming the transmission data from San Francisco are representative of smear negative TB patients globally, smear negative people may be responsible for about 1.4 million new TB cases annually. An estimated 2 billion people have latent TB infection.33 They are and will continue to be an important source of new TB cases, yet DOTS does not prevent these cases from occurring.

The most convincing evidence of the failure of DOTS as a strategy to reduce the global burden of TB comes from sub-Saharan Africa. In the face of the spreading HIV pandemic, DOTS programmes have seen substantial increases in the number of TB cases despite maintaining reasonable treatment completion rates.2 3

Needs of millions unmet
Despite widespread evidence that DOTS is failing to contain TB in sub-Saharan Africa,34 WHO officials recommend expanding DOTS to control TB in this region.35 Yet there are no current epidemiological studies to support this DOTS only or DOTS first approach. Moreover, under a fully implemented DOTS programme by 2010, WHO models estimate that there would still be about 160 million TB cases and 50 million deaths over a 23 year period.36 Imagine the outcry if WHO said that after fully implementing the global polio vaccination programme, there would still be 160 million cases of polio over the next 20 years. A TB control programme in which 75% of TB cases and deaths still occur is clearly an inadequate goal.

PREVENTION NEEDS TO ACCOMPANY TREATMENT
Epidemiological evidence accumulated over decades supports the use of combined prevention and treatment strategies for TB control. In one of the most successful population based control efforts undertaken, TB treatment and community wide isoniazid prophylaxis led to a 50% decrease in the rate of new infections over a six year period among Eskimos in Bethel, Alaska.34 35 The rise and subsequent control of TB in New York City is another example. Although New York’s success has been attributed by some primarily to DOTS,35 improvements in infection control practices in hospitals, homeless shelters and correctional facilities, changes in treatment regimens, improvements in diagnostic methods, and expanded use of preventive therapy also were used to reverse this TB epidemic.21

Computer simulation models of population based TB control show that combinations of treatment and prevention approaches are more effective than strategies based on treatment alone.36

Models also show that the combined use of treatment for latent and active TB is more effective at reducing TB in HIV

Key points
- Although directly observed therapy, short course [DOTS], the World Health Organisation’s global control policy, has been in place for 10 years, the global burden of tuberculosis (TB) continues to rise with millions of cases and deaths each year.
- Recent epidemiological and modelling studies suggest that combinations of prevention and treatment strategies are likely to be more effective than DOTS for controlling TB.
- Improving TB control worldwide requires approaches that go far beyond the current WHO programme of treating smear positive TB patients.
- A combined approach of expanded chemoprophylaxis for HIV negative and positive people, population based prevention strategies for drug sensitive TB and MDR-TB, and treatment accompanied by improved surveillance is needed.
infected populations than current strategies, and widespread treatment of latent TB infection in HIV infected persons in Africa has been recommended. How treatment of latent infection might best be used for TB control in HIV endemic areas is unknown. Limited projects have been undertaken. What is needed however, are studies of sufficient size and scope to re-examine the role of preventive therapy in population based TB control, particularly in HIV endemic settings. These types of studies have been undertaken to examine the impact of sexually transmitted disease treatment for HIV prevention; similar designs should be used to examine the impact of population based treatment of TB infection on TB control.

**APPROACHES NEED TO FIT LOCAL EPIDEMIOLOGY**

There is no evidence to indicate that one TB control strategy is universally applicable, and mounting evidence that it is not. Yet there remains only one global TB control strategy—DOTS. In Peru, with low rates of HIV, DOTS has resulted in high cure rates and modest declines in TB incidence. In Botswana, where almost 40% of the adult population are HIV infected, there has been a pronounced increase in TB despite maintaining high treatment compliance rates with DOTS. In parts of Russia where MDR-TB is prevalent, DOTS has had low cure rates and no demonstrable impact on incidence. Instead of a single global strategy, control programmes must be developed that consider key epidemiological characteristics such as TB, HIV, and MDR prevalence as well as available resources.

**BETTER SURVEILLANCE IS NECESSARY TO ASSESS SUCCESSES AND FAILURES**

WHO collects TB case notifications and treatment outcomes to assess global control efforts. Treatment outcome data are essential for assessing treatment programme performance, but they do not necessarily show whether TB is successfully being eliminated in a population. A number of sub-Saharan African TB programmes have rising caseloads despite maintaining consistent treatment outcomes. For many TB high burden countries, there are no good data on the incidence or prevalence of TB cases or deaths. Years after instituting of one of the best DOTS programmes in the world, officials were uncertain whether TB was being controlled in Peru. Some at WHO have proposed complex models to assess DOTS or argued that the absence of control groups makes it hard to evaluate the impact of DOTS. However, when good surveillance data exist, demonstrating the introduction of effective control interventions is straightforward. Surveillance data need to be gathered so that the effectiveness of TB control and elimination strategies can be assessed.

**RESEARCH TO FILL TOOL GAPS**

More effective vaccines, rapid inexpensive tests to better diagnose latent TB infection and smear negative TB, and shorter, safer, inexpensive treatments for active and latent TB are needed. Advances in any one of these areas would be important, and research in all these must be actively pursued. Field studies to optimise the use of existing tools in different epidemiological settings also need to be undertaken. One of the important lessons from the smallpox eradication programme is the value of ongoing research to improve control efforts.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Despite almost 10 years of DOTS, much of the world remains no closer to achieving control of TB. In sub-Saharan Africa and parts of Eastern Europe, TB has increased over the past decade. In response to this lack of progress, WHO and others have called for further expansion of DOTS. Even where DOTS programmes have led to declines in TB incidence, the benefits have been modest. The time has come to re-evaluate TB control strategies. There are those who may argue that we understand how best to control TB, and the primary problem is implementation. This simplistic answer fails to recognise both past experience from other successful infectious disease control efforts and the reality that, in some parts of the world, TB continues to rise despite well run DOTS treatment programmes.

The failure of DOTS as a TB control strategy does not mean this approach is without benefits. DOTS programmes that improve treatment outcomes and prevent the emergence of drug resistance should be developed further. However, controlling TB will require much more than treating people diagnosed with smear positive disease. To substantially reduce TB worldwide, we will have to do much more than connect the DOTS.
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Inequalities between developed and developing countries are a serious problem in the field of health research. The Human Development Report 2003 emphasises that 90% of global researching for pharmaceutical drugs goes to diseases that account for 10% of the disease burden in developing countries. Tropical diseases, incidence of HIV/AIDS, and the lack of diffusion existing technologies affect particularly poor countries. Financing of health research and the social use of technology may be two of the main ways to improve global health.
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